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Modeling Humidity effects on gas turbine performance
Referred ("Corrected") quantities
Rotational speed:
Mass flow rate:
Temperature:
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Effect of Humidity on Quantities used for Monitoring
Effect
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Effect of Humidity on Quantities used for Monitoring
Percentage change of referred quantities for constant referred load. .
If humidity is not accounted for: -ability for diagnosing malfunction is reduced, when based on performance quantity interrelations -changes caused by humidity may be large enough to be misinterpreted as the occurrence of a malfunction, and thus have a false alarm.
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Effect of Humidity on Quantities used for Monitoring
Effect on Measurement Deviation Patterns
Signatures for N1 constant
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Effects On Monitored Parameters
Condition assessed using "health indices" 
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Measurement data from an industrial gas turbine
Layout of gas turbine and quantities measured for monitoring 
Time of Day (h)
war
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Estimation of Measurement Deviations
Predicted and measured differences 
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Health indices deviation for different levels of humidity
. 
Sensitivity of the individual indices to humidity
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SUMMARY-CONCLUSIONS
• Effect of humidity on quantities related to gas turbine performance monitoring analyzed. A twin shaft industrial gas turbine was used as a test case.
• A method of incorporating humidity effects in an engine performance model described, as well as a method to "refer" measured performance variables
• The model was used to demonstrate how measured quantities deviate from their values in operation with dry air.
• If humidity is not taken into account, uncertainty bands in measured quantities may be too broad reducing the discriminative ability for diagnostics.
• Measurement deviations caused by humidity changes could be of magnitude similar to the magnitude of deviation caused by faults
• "Health" parameters exhibit apparent deviations if humidity is not correctly accounted for
• Incorporating a measurement of humidity in calculations eliminates apparent trends while it reduces the scattering of "health" parameter values.
